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I. OBSERVATIONS 2000-2009
20 LATE MODERN LARES - Kenneth Frampton
22 META BALKAN - Aaron Betsky
30 FERTILE DELAY - Stefano Boeri
34 CROATIA, THE LABORATORY OF CHANGE(S) - Manuel Gausa
41 THE CROATIAN-NESS OF CROATIAN ARCHITECTURE - Hans Ibelings

II. ATMOSPHERE 1990-2010
50 POST-SOCIALIST/POSTWAR IDENTITY
52 MEMORIAL BRIDGE, 3LHD
54 JASENOVAC MEMORIAL CENTER, hpnj+
55 WATER TOWER MEMORIAL, Radionica Arhitekture
56 CHURCH FORTRESS A, njiric+njiric
57 POPE JOHN PAUL II PASTORAL CENTER, Randić-Turato
58 THE RESURRECTION, Stanislav Bavčević
and the Brodosplit H. W. Veterans Association
59 FIELD OF CROSSES, Nikola Bašić
60 DUBROVNIK DEFENDERS MEMORIAL, Igor Franić
61 CROATIAN PAVILION EXPO 2005, 3LHD
62 FRAMEWORKS, Ivana Franke, Petar Mišković, Lea Pelivan, Toma Plejić

64 THE PERIPHERAL ARCHITECT AND THE PROVINCIAL REALITY
66 LES LIEUX MAGIQUE, njiric+njiric
67 FRAMES OF THE METROPOLIS
68 ĆOVJEK I PROSTOR MAGAZINE
69 EUROPAN, various authors
70 VILLA KLARA, 3LHD
71 ZAGREBAČKA CENTER (MERCATOR), Igor Franić
72 MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART, ZAGREB, various authors
74 POS - GOVERNMENT BACKED HOUSING CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
76 SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE, various authors
78 PROFESSIONAL AGENCY, Saša Randić
80 38TH ZAGREB SALÓN, 41ST ZAGREB SALÓN, Croatian Architects Association
81 COMMUNICATION: SPLIT TALKS, POGLEDAJ.TO + GAF EXHIBITIONS AND CONFERENCES, 44TH ZAGREB SALÓN, Croatian Architects Association
82 COMPETITION BOOM
84 CVJETNI PROLAZ (FLOWER PASSAGE)
III. PRACTICES 1999–2010

TRANSITIONAL TYPOLOGIES: PACKING THE BOX

90 BAUMAXX HYPERMARKET, njiric+njiric
98 MCDONALDS DRIVE-IN, njiric+njiric

INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES: FRAMING SPECULATION

102 ZAGRAD CENTER, Randic-Turato
110 PI 10 MIXED-USE COMPLEX, STUDIO UP
124 SPECTATOR GROUP HEADQUARTERS, STUDIO UP

THREADED INSTITUTIONS: RECYCLING THE URBAN PASSAGE

148 ZAGREB DANCE CENTER, 3LHD

CORE REVISIONS: MODERNIZING HISTORIC FABRIC

150 KRSTO FRANKOPAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Randic-Turato
160 POPE JOHN PAUL II PASTORAL CENTER, Randic-Turato
170 LAPIEDARIUM, Randic-Turato

SOCIAL NETWORKS: URBANIZING PEDAGOGY

180 KATARINA FRANKOPAN KINDERGARTEN, Randic-Turato
186 KINDERGARTEN MB, njiric+

PARCEL URBANISM: FABRICATING COLLECTIVITY

196 GRAČANI MINI-SETTLEMENT, njiric+
204 RURAL MAT HOUSING, njiric+

URBANE SURFACES: PACKING PUBLIC SPACE

216 SPLIT RIVA, 3LHD
226 ZAMET CENTER, 3LHD

TROJAN HORSES: INJECTING URBANITY

240 SPORTS HALL, 3LHD
246 GYMNASIUM 46° 09' N / 16° 50' E, STUDIO UP

SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TRANSIENT LIFESTYLES

262 SUPERDALMATIA, njiric+
268 HOTEL ROVINJ, Randic-Turato
270 HOSTEL GOLLY±BOSSY, STUDIO UP
274 HOTEL LONE, 3LHD

IV. DISCUSSIONS

DISCUSSION PRACTICES

3LHD - Collaboration - Materiality - Urbanism
njiric+ - Housing - Iconic Architecture and vernacular signs - Indeterminacy
Randic-Turato - Field Experiments - (anti)Icons - Event Planning
STUDIO UP - Urbanism - Identity (Corporate Voids) - Competitions (Design Process)
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